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EUROPE
w. German says Soviet

move was ''preemptive''
Herbert Wehner, West German Social
Democratic Party (SPD) leader and one
of the architects of East-West detente,
told a March 24 radio audience in that
nation that the Soviet Union's invasion
of Afghanistan was a "preemptive"
strike aimed at "maintaining the sphere
of influence they have had there since
World War II. " The Soviet Union could
not simply watch part of their sphere
becoming "so to speak, 'independent',"
said Wehner.
The Soviets were also probably mo
tivated by the desire to protect their own
Muslim populations from the waves of
fundamentalism sweeping the "so-called
Islamic world," added the Social Dem
ocratic parliamentarian.
Wehner's radio interviewer asked
whether detente would be destroyed if
the Soviet armies did not withdraw from
the western Asian nation. "I do not
want to sound ironic," replied Wehner,
"but what happened to peace while the
Americans did not withdraw from Viet
nam? . .It took a lot of patience then,
and also the Americans' readiness to
close that chapter."
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Swedes vote antinuclear
in "rigged referendum"

Cossiga Cancels EEC
meet for Britain
Italian Premier Cossiga, though heading

III-informed Swedish voters recorded

only a minority caretaker government

what could be a major setback to nucle
ar power development in their country
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SOVIET
UNION
Pravda charges Kissinger
created Mideast crisis
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Shah hastily departed.
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the world up into "spheres of vital in

Shortly after the Shah's arrival, an
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angry Brzezinsky told the press that

reaching commitments to Israel,

Petrov asserted that such a sphere

Washington was through with trying to

for which they will be held ac

of-influence policy has "cost the lives of

help the ailing Shah. The collapsed deal

countable later." Accompanying

millions of people" during the past cen

according to Middle Eastern sources has
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significantly weakened Ghotbzadeh and

as Geula Cohen of the Knesset,

Bani Sadr's position inside Iran.

and Rabbi Eliezer Waldman.

terest. "

Washington has diminishing support
in the Persian Gulf itself, the article
contin ues. "It appears that the U.S.
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doesn't notice the discontent of the
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countries in and adjacent to this region
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King Hussein cancels
trip to U.S.
Jordan's King Hussein angrily cancelled

MIDDLE
EAST
Kissinger preempts U.S.
Iran hostage deal

his scheduled visit to Washington next
month after learning that the day of his
arrival would follow on the heels of the
Washington visits of Egyptian President
Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Begin
to consolidate the Camp David pact.
The King's abrupt cancellation under
scored his continuing refusal to be as
sociated with the Camp David process

The ailing Shah of Iran departed his

and his reluctance to cooperate with

place of exile, Panama, just hours before

what he and the rest of the Arab world

a deal was to have been finalized be

consider the Carter administration's ir

tween Panamanian president Torrijos

responsible Middle East policy.

and Iranian president Abolhassan Bani

The invitation to King Hussein was

Sadr, with the covert blessings of U.S.

extended by the U.S. ambassador to

security chief Zbigniew Brzezinski. Ac

Jordan at the request of the State De

cording to numerous press accounts the

partment, which says it did not know

hostages were to have been transferred

that Carter was planning the Sadat-Be

to the custody of Abolhassan Bani

gin summits-a policy initiative of Zbig

Sadr's government from the militants in

niew Brzezinsky's N ational Security

exchange for a pledge from Panama to

Council. King Hussein accepted the in

extradite the Shah.
Kissinger, a close confident of the

vitation, but upon learning that he

Shah, intervened and succeeded in get

would arrive in the U.S. at about the
same time as Sadat and Begin, angrily

ting the Shah to leave Panama. Accord

cancelled the trip.

ing to the Egyptian daily AI Ahram, the

Once a frequent visitor to Washing

Shah was told that the CIA was going

ton, King Hussein has not visited the

to assassinate him through poisoning if

United States since 1977.
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inister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. Mrs.
Gandhi's opening of full dip
lomatic relations with the Pales
tine Liberation Organization is
the successful outcome of the lat
est series of talks between the
French and Saudi Arabia. There
are clear indications that French
President Giscard d'Estaing in his
recent trip to the Middle East had
laid the foundation for an axis
around Iraq, Saudi Arabia and
India. India's recognition of the
P LO tends to confirm this.
• ZAIL SINGH, India's Home

Minister, told the Indian parlia
ment that recent troubles in
Northeast India, centered o n the
strategic state of A ssam where
separatist elements have paralyzed
the state, are of foreign origin.
Singh pointed a finger at the CIA,
at U.S. Ambassador Goheen, and
at foreign missionaries active in
the region promoting anti-Indian
movements among the Christian
ized hill tribe populations. Un
named but also involved are the
Chinese, neighboring Bangladesh,
and the Jesuit order.
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